Introduction
A continuous function / = u+iv is said to be a complex-valued harmonic function in a domain C C if both u and v axe real harmonic in fi. In any simply connected domain D such mappings / can be written in the form n=2 n=l SJJ will denote the subclass of Sh with b\ = 0. Note that the familiar analytic class S is contained in SJJ.
We say that / G Sh is harmonic starlike of order a (e.g., see [5] ), 0 < a < 1 in A if ^{arg(/(re ie )}>a, for each z, \z\ = r < 1. (2) h(z) = z -£ |a n |z n , g(z) = -£ \b n \z\ n=2 n=2 For simplicity of notation, we write TSjf and TK% instead of TS^j(0) and TK%{0), respectively. Upon choosing the values of z on the positive real axis where 0 < z = r < 1, it is easily seen that the numerator is negative for ^¿p < r < 1. Thus for < r < 1 the quotient is negative and this contradicts the required condition for / G KJJ. 
Main results

Avci and
which is due to the fact that for each n = 2,3,... and fixed 1 < p < 2
2(2-p)(n-
It follows that /* € .K^f and hence / is convex in the disk V p .
•
maps the disk V\ = {z \ \z\ < onto a convex domain [1] . In particular, it is also true for f € TS% [6] .
In the following Theorem we examine properties of the harmonic function oo oo 00 of the form f(z) = z + E a nZ n + E b r {z n under assumption E n p (\a n \ + n=2 n=2 n=2
Moreover, f maps: Proof. We first prove that / is locally univalent and sense-preserving in the disk 2? p +i = {z : \z\ < oo oo
Let h(z) = z + E °n-2 n and 5(2) = E b n z n , then we have for This is because
n -2(1-P)(n-1)
for n = 2,3,..., and 0 < p < 1. According to the above remark, we have 1 -n p |an| > £> p |6n| > £ n \bn\ n=2 n=2 oo
Therefore / is locally univalent and sense-preserving in Vp+\. To show that / is univalent in Vp+\ we notice that if g(z) = 0, then (z) = oo 2 P h{^prjp) = z + X) fln,(i-p}("-i)is analytic and the univalence of / n=2 follows from starlikeness of in A. This is because 1 a, < £ nP KI < i, n=2 E» n=2 by the inequality (3).
Let 5 be not identically zero in Vp+\. We show that f{z\) ^ f{z2) when z\ ^ zi-Suppose z\, z<i G X>p+i so that z\ ^ Z2-We have z(t) = (1 -t)z\ + tz2 C Vp+1 where 0 < i < 1. Then we can write
Dividing the above equation by z2 -z\ ^ 0 and talcing the real parts we obtain
>\[Re{h'(z(t))}-\g'(z(t))\]dt. o
On the other hand n-1 
Re{h'(z(t))} -\g'(z(t))\ > Re{h'(z(t))} -
^ (n(n-a) n(n + a) n(n + a) n _ n=2 n=2
It was shown by Jahangiri [3] that if E Kl + M < 1> then n=2 00 00
/(«) = «+ E Onz" + E ^ € if^(a).Therefore, we wish to find the n=2 n=2 largest /3 = /3(p) such that
for each n = 2,3,..., and p> 2, and hence
It is clear that the inequality (4) is equivalent to the inequality
~ rtP + n Analysis similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the right hand side of (5) is an increasing function of n and hence
This is the desired conclusion.
• 00 oo oo THEOREM 5. Let f(z) = z + £ a n z n + £ b n z". Suppose that £ n p (|a n | + n=2 n=2 n=2 |f> n |) < 1 for some 0 < p < oo. Then:
Proof. We shall justify the case (5.1) only. Let w = f{re l6 ), 0 < r < 1.
Noting that 2* £ (|an| + \K\) < E ^P(|a"| + |6 n |) < l,we have n=2 n=2 oo oo M = > r -£ Mr" -£ \b n \r n n=2 n=2 ^ra-giKI + lònlK" 1 ) n=2 >r(l-£(|a n | + |6 n |)r)>r(l-lr). n=2 By Theorem 3, if 0 < p < 1 then / is harmonic univalent in 2? p +i. Letting i-• ji^p in the above inequality we obtain (5.1).
• COROLLARY 2. If § n(|a"|+|6 n |) < 1, then {w : M < 5} C /(Z>2) = /(A). n=2 7n particular, it is also true for f € TSjf [6] . 
Convolution properties
For harmonic functions oo oo oo oo Note that / need not be univalet.
Proof. We justify the case (6.1). Silverman [6] proved that the coefficient oo condition £ fr^d^nl + |-Bn|) < 1 is necessary and sufficient for functions n=2 oo oo
From this we conclude n=2 n=2 that oo oo £ ^(|a n p n | + |6 n ||B n |) < £ + |3"|) < I-1 -a rz^ 1 -a
OO 00
Hence, (/* 5 )(z) = £ (-a n |^n|) 2 In the following results we study the convolution properties of the func- It is evident that 
